
Update: Hoch Chronology of CGswald in Wexico, the Mystery Man, 
and the warren Commission 

The following is a quick summary of develonments in this area 
Since the completion of fir. Paul Hoch's chronoloay in 1975, 
Included are documents from the latest CIA and National Archive 
releases. In some instances I have included my own analysis for 
the edification of the reader. In other cases I have included 
documents that were included in the Hoch chronoloay for the 
purpose of continuity, 

Oswald in Mexico: September ?6-October 3 

In general: See The Night watch, by David Phillins, pos. 139-43 

Mexico City Photooraph: "The CIA and the Man who was net Oswald " 
by Fensterwald and O'Toole. N.Y. Review, 
April 3, 1975 

CIA Intercepted Conversations 
in Mexico City: See the New York Times, 9/21/75, oq. 1 

dashinoton Post, 11/26/76, pa. 1 
secret Service # 104 - See my Mexico City 

Memorandum #4 . 

State Dept. Teleaqram #1201, 11/28/63, 
Ambassador Mann to Dean Rusk- also sea 
cover sheet, Mexico City Memorandum #4 

Cuba: See ilashington Post, 11/13/76, po. 1; Also see N.Y. Review, 
10/13/77, Daniel Schorr article; 

CIA item 680-7906 

Please also see my Mexico City Memorandum #7, 

CIA Reaction to Oswald's Alleaed Contacts with the Soviet and 
Cuban Embassies in Wexico City 

October 9, 1963 

The CIA Wexico City station cables CIA headquarters in 
Langley. (CIA item# 5-1A) : 

This is apparently the cable mentioned on pos, 139-41 of 
David Phillips’ book, The Night watch. His account contains 
some apparent inaccuracies, one of which he has acknowledned: 
his explanation of the CIA's use of Lee "Henry" Oswald. ( See 
my letter to fir. Dan Hardway of 9/5/77) 

October 10 

CIA headquarters cables fiexico City station. (CIA item #2) 
The Aqency appears to be remarkably uninformed on Oswald's 
recent activities. Paraoraph #3 states that the latest head-- 
quarters information on Oswald is from a report dated May, 1962, 
Yet according to CIA item -"C°%_75? (alg9 see darren Commission



October 10 (cont) 

Document 692) the Agency was forwarded FBI reports on Oswald dated 
9/7/62, 9/10/63, and 9/24/63. Uresumably this material was made 
available to the CIA on a timely basis. jhy aren't these later 
reports, one of which deals with Oswald's hiahly relevant activ- 
ities in the New Orleans Fair Play for Cuba Committee, included 
in this telegram? 

Also on this date the CIA in Lannley teleorams other federal 

agencies concernino Oswald's contacts with the Soviet Embassy in 

Mexico gj0" (See Commission Document 631; also Hoch chronoloay 

pqs. 3-5 

October 15 

CIA Mexico City station cables headquarters in Langley re- 

questing a photo of Oswald. (CIA item fa) Also see handwritten 

note on the bottom of CIA item #5-1A. 

October 16 

CIA notifies American Ambassador to Mexico Thomas Mann of 

Oswald's contact with the Soviet Embassy. (CIA item 9-5) 

Why was this done? 

October 24 

CIA headquarters in Lanoley cables the Department of Navy 

requestina that they be forwarded two ohotos of Oswald “as 

soon as possible." (See Commission Document 631; Hoch chronology, 

pa. 5) AS Paul Hoch has pointed out, the CIA already had two 

press photos of Qswald in its files from his defection to Russia. 

As of the time of the assassination, the Navy had not yet responded 

to this request.( See Hoch Chronology, no. 46) 

October 78 

CIA iexico City station photooraphs a man, who on November 22, 

is thought to be possibly identical with Oswald, (CIA item #12) 

Sometime in October 

On 12/31/76 Select Committee Chief Counsel Richard Spraque 

said in a news conference that the Committee had uncovered a draft 

of a pre-assassination CIA cable which included information about 

Oswald's visits to the Soviet and Cuban Embassies and his attemots 

to obtain visas there, The cable, sceerdinn ta Spraque, was Tee 

written, and the version which was sent was done so in Qctober, 

4963. ( See the Los Angeles Times, 1/1/77, po. 1 ) 

If the contents and date of this CIA cable draft have been 

accurately reported, then the Committee has evidence that the CIA 

misled the Warren Commission on a critical point; they claimed 

to have no knowledae of Oswald's contacts with the Cuban Embassy 

until after the assassination, (Warren Report, pa. 777; See also 

my Mexico City Memorandum 343, CIA item# 948-9277, and the New 

York Times, 9/21/75, pa. 1) 
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Sometime in October (cont) 

The cable draft is also inconsistant with the information the 
Agency provided Ambassador fiann on October 16, supra. (CIA item 
#9-5) The Ambassador was told that a "Lee Cswald" had contacted 
the Soviet Embassy and that the Russians had sent a telearam to 
Jashinqton in his behalf. However, the memo to the. Ambassador 
stated that the Aoency had "no clarifyino information” about 
the subject matter of the telearam, The cable draft alleoedly 
contained that information: that Oswald was tryina to obtain 
a visa to that country. 

November 22? (early afternoon) 

CIA Mexico City station cables cables CIA in Lanoley. (CIA 
item# 12) CIA Mexico City station learns that a “Lee H. Oswald" 
has been arrested in Dallas and presumably cennects this with 
its 10/9 cable, supra. Mexico aagain(see 10/15) requests a photo 

‘of Lee Oswald and forwards a photo of a visitor to the Soviet 
Embassy on 10/28 who "could be" Oswald. 

November 22 (P. M.) 

' CIA station in Mexico City turns over to the Naval Attache 
there two sets of six photooraphs of the unidentified man in. 

Commission Exhibit 237, The Attache travels to Dallas by plane 
this night, at the request of Ambassador Mann, and turns over at 
least one of the photooraphs to the FSI there. He then mails 
one set of the six photos air mail special delivery to the home 
of a CIA official in Washinoton. (See CIA items 7,14,19) 

Mexico City station also sends the six photos of the unident- 
ified man, plus two more of him outside the Cuban Embassy, by 
"reqular pouch" to headquarters in Langley. (CIA item # 48-19 
and #19) Tre rinses > SS tere tm Wert tye clade a tet Ady be. w/z yy. 

November 22 or 23 

FBI agents “who had conversed with Qswaid in Dallas" are shown 
photographs of a man and: listen to a tape recordino of a voice. 
Presumably these items are provided the Bureau by the CIA and are 
related to the CIA surveillance of Oswald in Mexico. ( FBI Memo- 
randum entitled "Assassination OF President John F. Kennedy 
Dallas,Texas, November 27, 1963" dated 11/23/63; Identical with 
Secret Service #104; Pleasma see my Maxico City Mamorandum #4; ) 

November 22-3 

Mexico City station sends CIA headquarters three cables, two 
of which relate to photos of the unidentified man. ( CIA items 

19, 47-544, and 10) Also see Hoch chronolooy, oa. 7. 

November 23 

"Sanitized" versions of these threecables are delivered to ; 

Robert I. Bouck, Protective Research Service, U.S, Secret Service,
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November 23(cont) 

at the white House, 

- ( See CIA 
item# 619-7952, 1272-1028; Also Warren Commission Document 674) 

November 23 (early evening) 

FBI agent Bardwell Odum shows Marguerite Oswald Commission 
Exhibit 237, one of the photos of the unidentified man in 
Mexico City. After her son is killed, Mrs. Oswald tells the 
press that she was shown a photo of Jack Ruby the niaht before 
Osuwald’s murder. It is Irs, Oswald's mistaken recollection that 
brings this photo to the attention of the Commission staff. 

November 23 

CIA (presumably headquarters) cables the FBI that "information 
from....Mexico....reveals siqnificant facts about the activities 
of a'North American'twho may be identical with Lee J.(sic) Oswald, 
who visited both the Cuban and Soviet Embassies in fMexcio City 
on 28 September 63." (CIA item # 17) 

The CIA has maintained that it did not learn of Oswald's con- 
tacts. with the Cuban Embassy until after the assassination. (See 
"Sometime in October", supra) This 11/23 cable relates the CIA’s 
discovery of Oswald's Cuban contacts. 

Yecember ? 

Mrs. Oswald's claim to have been shown a photo of Jack Ruby 
the night before her son's murder appears in an article in the 
New York Times, (See Hoch Chronolocy, po. A) 

January 31, 1964 

The date of warren Commission Document 347, a CIA report oan 
Oswald in Mexico City . This document is still completely 
withheld from research. However, a oreat deal is already known 

about the contents of this document from other sources. (Hoch 
Chronolooy, pos. 8-10) It is quite possible that the primary 
reason C.D. 347 is still withheld is that its release would 
Clearly show that the CIA was holdino hack reisevant information 
From the Commission at this point im the investioation. 

February 12 

Date of J. Lee Rankin Jetter to Thneas “aramessines, Acting 
Deputy Director of Mans of the CIA. Rankin wants information 
on the photooraph shown to firs, Oswald by tha FBI, which he 
has learned was provided by the CIA. The Ceneral Counsel asks 
“to be informed of the circumstances surroundina the obtaining 
of this picture by your Agency and the identity of the individ- 
ual shown, if this information is currently available," 

Also on this date Rankin writes CIA Director John A. McCone.
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February 12 (cont) 

In paragraph ? of this letter Rankin requests several re- 
ports that the CIA had furnished the Secret Service datino back 
to November 23. The General Counsel had learned of their existence 

/ from the Secret Service on January 8. (Hoch Chronolony, pa. 8) 
This request would include the three raports delivered to the 
Secret Service on 11/23 mentioned earlier. 

In paraoraph 3 Rankin asks for a copy of the CIA's entire 
pre-assassination file on Cswald. ( This would include the October 
Mexico cables on Oswald, which were apparently. only paraphrased 
in Commission Document 347 (Sea January 31)) The General’ Counsel 
notes in particular “we are also interested in knowing what dis- 
semination, if any, was made to other federal anencies, of items 
added to the file after October 9, 1963 and prior to November 22," 

Rankin could not be any more explicit in askino for a copy 
of the Agency's October 10 teleoram to the FBI, Department of 
State, and Navy. The material requested on this date would brinoa 
out the erroneous description of Oswald (388 Commission Document 
631) and relatedly the link hetween the photo shown frs, Oswald 
and the Agency's texico City operations. The CIA's response to 
thesa requests should be studied carefully. For some reason the 
Agency deliberately withheld from the Commission, for at least a 
month and a half, the relevant Mexico City documents requested on 
this date, 

| 

| 

Date af high level CIA momenanchym bon Yankin's 2/17 letter to 
John ficCone. ( CIA item# 579-750) All CIA employee names have been 
deleted. | 

A CIA official maintains in this memo that the reports the 
Agency had delivered to the Secret Service ( e.n. See 11/22-3, supra) 
were of no substantive value to the jarren Commission investi- 
gation, as the material only refered to “aborted leads” or to 
information that had already been provided to the Commission. 
Makino reference to Rankin'’s 27/12 letter to ficCone, the author 
of this memo wrote: " Unless you feel otherwise, (Deletion replaced 
with "Staff Officer") would prefer to wait. cut the Commission on 
the matter covered by paraoraoh ?." Referring to the “aborted 
leads" contained in the messaoes to the Secret Service, the memo 
makes note of the "famous six photooranhs which were not of Oswald,” 
(emphasis mine) | 

The material discussed hare would ‘also likely have revealed 
the link between the photo shown "rs, Oswald and the CIA"sS Mexico 
City operations. (See March 74, infra) 

fFarch ae 

March 6 

| 
The CIA responds to the 7/1? Rankin-McCone letter by sendinao 

over material denominated as Commissi'on Document 692, 

The CIA's response does not include the messages delivered to 
the Secret Service as explicitly requested in paragraph 2? oF 

Rankin's letter. Anparently the sunadstion to "wait out" the Com- 

mission on this material is Followed. (See 3/5 memo above) Also 

while Rankin's request asked for all |CIA material on Cswald prior 

to 11/22, the Agency only provides documents in their files “up 

to early October 1963." Instead of turnino over to the Commission 
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March 6 (cont) 

the October Ifexican cables mentioned earlier, the Anency simply 
resubmits Commission Document %47, which the Commission received 
on 2/3/64. (Hoch Chronolory, pq. 19) CD 347 apparently only con- 
tains paraphrases of these cables. 

March 9 

Date of memo from Howard B, Willens to J. Lee Rankin concern- 
ing the CIA's response to the 7/17 Rankin-McCone request. (Ra- 
leased this year; heavily deleted. ) 

Assistant Counsel wWillens notes that the CIA did not respond 
to Rankin's request for the messaces the Agency provided the Secret 
Service and he calls Richard Helms, Deputy Director of Plans of 
the CIA. Helms talls Willens that this request gives the Angency 
“certain unspecified problems". The material in these messanes, 
Helms maintains, is either not relevant or has passed to the Jjarren 
Commission in a different form, The maemo continues: 

"He(Helms) stated they(CIA) would orefer not to comoly with 
this request. when I (Jillens) sunnested we had certain problems 
with this proposed disposition we agreed we would talk about it 

at our next meeting." 

March 12 

Officials of the CIA ( Richard Helms, Raymond Rocca, and a per- 
son whose name has been deleted) meet with staff members of the 
‘Warren Commission( J. Lee Rankin, Howard P, Hillens, william T. 
Coleman, Jr., Sammuel A. Stern, Burt Griffin, and 4. David Slawson) 

at the office of Mr. Rankin, 
Mr. Helms tells the Commission staff that the CIA does not 

furnish copies of actual CIA communications because they would en- 

danger confidential sources ant’ methods. He aorees to provide the 

Commission the October 10 teleoram to other federal aaencies in 

its “original form", (Slawson's 3/17 Wemo for the Records) and 
paraphrases of those documents which present security problems, 

In addition he invites a member of the Jarren Commission staff 

to go to La ley and review all documents requested to ensure 

the paraphrases are complete. : 

The warren Commission staff also raises the issue of the photo 

shown Mrs. Oswald by the FBI. They point out that the Agency had 

yet to respond to Rankin's ?/12 letter to CIA official Thcmas. kara- 

messines, which asked for an explanation of the “circumstances 

surrounding the obtaining of this picture" and the identity of the 

individual shown. The Commission staff's memo on this meetinn, 

written by assistant counsel 4.D. Slawsoen, simnly states: 

"In response to inquiry from IWfr. #illens reoardina the Commiss- 

ion letter to CIA dated 2/17/64 relatino to a photooraph... shown 

by the F8I (to) frs. Marouerite Oswald, the CIA renresentatives 

stated they would check into it and contact Mr. Willens,” 
The CIA's memo on this meetino contains a somewhat different 

account, (CIA item? 603-256) 
"fr, willens asked if we could check on a memorandum sent to 

(Thomas Karamessines) on 1? February reogardina one of the pictures 

identified by Mrs. Oswald as that of Jack Ruby, These pictures 
were (deletion) provided (to) the FBI ahd then cropped to make a 
display to show Mrs. Cswald.,.(Deletion replaced with "Staff Officer" 
will follow up on this,"



March 42 

The Agency's handlinn of the nhota shawn to frs, Oswald 
suagests evasive conduct on their part. °v this date the CIA 
had gone an entire month witkout Tesnondino to the Commission's 
2/12 request for information concerning this photooraph, When questioned here on the subject, the CIA officiels tell tha Con. 
mission staff they will "check into it." It is hardly nlausible 
that the CIA officials present at this meetino were not fully 
informed about the céircumstancens surrounding this phato. The 
Mexico photooraphs played an important role in the early JFK 
investigation. Conies were sent.to a hich CIA official in sJash- 
ington on the evening of the assassination, Additional copies 
were sent to Acency headquarters on either the nioht of 11/27 or 
11/23. (CIA item# 19) In addition, the 3/5 CIA memorandum, supra, 
refers to the. "famous six nhntooranhs which were not of Oswald." 
(emphasis mine) The CIA's memorandum for the record of this . 
March 12 meetina should be noted as well. while the Commission's 
memo makes clear they were interested in learning the circumstances 
surrounding the ottaininn of this photo,( that is,Mr. Rankin's re- 
quest of 2/12 ) the CIA memo indicates that a comoletely serarate 
issue was brouvoht up: "The Commission has been unable to determine 
which of thesa pictures( that the CIA turned over to the FSI on 
11/22) was shown Mrs, Cswald, (Deletion replaced with "Staff Officer" 
will Follow up on this." (CIA item! 6932254) It would seem unlikely 
that the Commission staff world be solely interested in which of 
Six photos were shown Irrs, Oswald when they did not know where the 
photos had sven come’ from. It seems apparent then, that the Agency 
was for some reason holdinn back the connection between the photo 
shown Marguerite Cswald and its Mexico surveillance of the accused 
assassin, 

March 16 

See Hoch Chronoloay, po. 13. 

March 24 

The warren Commission receives from the CIA Commission Doc- 
uments 631 and 674, CD 631 consists of an exact retyped copy of 
the 10/10 teleoram to other federal anencies as well as the 10/24 
CIA headquarters telearam to the Oenartment of Navy requestina 
two photos of Oswald. A cover memo is also attached. The memo 
however does not explain the erroneous descriotion of the accused 
assassin found in the 10/19 telenran and makes only a murky rePer. 
ence. to a photoeraph “which did moat refer to Oswald." 

Commission Document 674 consists of a cover memo with three 
attachments, which are paranphrases af the three messaoces delivered 
to the Secrat Service on 11/73/63, The mama notes that “immediately 
Following the assassination of President Kennedy, three cabled 
reports were received from the CIA (deletion) in ivexico City... 
relative to photoaqranhs of an unidentified man who visited the 
Cuban and Soviet Embassies in that city durino October and Novem- 
ber 1963.... Om November 23 a CIA (deletion) officer... cabled 
(probably should be ‘carried') three! reports based on these cables 
to... the Secret Service... Faraphrases jof the three unnumbered— 
reports thus delivered to the Secret Service are attached to this 
memorandum," J 

These three reports have bean releasad with deletions in 

CIA item# 555-809. It may be of note that the CIA's paraphrasing 

of these reports leaves out the information that the photos



March 26 

March 27 

4 
of the unidentified man warp sent to Dallas as well as tiashinaton, 
The paraphrase simply states that the photographs “had been for- 
warded to Washinaton by the hand of'a United States official 

. Teturning to this country. If the Commission staff had been in- 
Formed that the photos had oone to Dallas, then they could have 
connected the photos mentioned in CD 631 and 674 with the photo 
shown Mrs. Oswald, CIA item# 555-A08 however, indicates that the 
reports were paraphrased because they contained information that 
could jeopordize the Agency's intelliaence aatherino activities 
in Mexico City. Presumably the reports contain information that 
the unidentified man was photoaraphed outside the Cuban or Russian 
Embassies, thus possibly compromising the Agency's "method of 
acquisition.” ( Id, pg. 2) | . 

Date of memorandum by assistant Counsel William T. Coleman 
concerning Commission Document 631./(See above) 

At this relatively late date in the investication Coleman 
poses some basic questions about the CIA surveillance of Oswald 
in Mexico. Part of it reads: :! 

"We would like to know just when|i(deletion; probably Mexico 
City station) got the information with respect to Lee Harvey Os- 
wald and what was that information and how was it obtained. How 
did the information get from Mexico|to the CIA in washinoton, 
and in what form did it come? | 

Coleman continues: 1 
"As you know, we are still owed to oat an explanation of 

the photooraph which the FBI showed |farguerite Cswald soon after 
the assassination. I hops that paragraph 4 of the memorandum of 
3/24/64 sent fir, Rankin by the CIA is not the answer the CIA in- 
tends to give us to this inquiry." | | 

The memo concludes: | 
"We should also determine why the Navy never furnished the 

CIA copies of the mast recent photographs of Oswald." 
Apparently Coleman has fioured out that the photo shown Mrs. 

Oswald relates to Mexico City. Paul /Hoct suggests that by sendinao 
over CO 631 and CD 674 to the Commissiom onthe same day, the 
CIA wanted them to reach that conclusuion, (Hoch Chronolocy, pos. 
13-4) In any event it is clear fromthe mano that Coleman does 
not know that the unidentifiad man visited the Soviet Embassy 
the same day as Oswald's contact. | 

Assistant counsel Sammuel A. Stern meets with CIA official 
Raymond Rocca at Anancy headquarters: injLanotay, (See Stern-Rankin 
mamo of 3/27/54 and CIA item* 633-797) Stern reviews at least 
part of the Agency file on Cswald un to|November 273. He is shown 
photos of the unidentified man, but apparently does not inquire 

as to how the photos were obtained, He also looks over: 1) the 

October-Mexican Oswald cables: ?) catbles;|from Mexico of 11/22-3. 
3) the messaoes delivered to the Secreti Service on 11/73; 4) the 
11/23 cable to the FBI on Cswald's 9/78! Soviet/Cuban contacts 
Stern appears to be completely satisfied.
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April 8~13 

Howard ‘dillens, william Coleman, _and «A.D. Slawson of the 
Warren Commission staff visit Mexico City and confer with State 
Department and CIA officials there. ' 
Commission staff members are oiven a 
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July 23 
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